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Status Issue # Category Comments 
Improved 3425 External adapter External adapter now supports "random" mappings for currencies. 

Changed 3434 Strategy Analyzer Enums on strategies could cause issues when optimizing the strategy. 

Fixed 3417 Hot Key Manager Applied more restrictions in regards to valid key combinations. 

Fixed 3421 Historical Data 

Manager 

Grid->Export to Excel, file name not labeled by current date/time. 

Fixed 3422 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Add(Instrument.Fullname...) did not work for multi-series indicator on MA. 

Fixed 3423 Charts Non intra-day charts with period type > daily (e.g. weekly, monthly, ...) didn't update on some connections. 

Fixed 3424 Chart Trader Chart trader button was enabled in SA after loading any chart template 

Fixed 3426 Charts Reload historical data could produce gaps in data on chart 

Fixed 3427 Strategy Analyzer Moving instrument in SA when chart template containing indicators on SA was applied crashed NT. 

Fixed 3428 Charts Woodies pivots and pivots indicators could display different values after pressing F5 on chart 

Fixed 3429 Charts 'Indicator on indicator' did not work but threw exceptions. 

Fixed 3430 Market Replay NT could lock up on rapid order submission on replay. 

Fixed 3431 Strategy Analyzer Ctrl+M always opened the email dialog for the chart tab although a "grid" tab was topmost. 

Fixed 3432 Session Manager Session templates having one session only and starting on Sunday could be flawed. 

Fixed 3433 Market Replay Indicator did not maintain their custom settings when connecting to replay or on rewind. 

Fixed 3435 Charts Revised automatic scaling of chart panels to bar series, indicators and chart objects. 

Fixed 3436 NinjaScript 

strategies 

Properties having .NET objects like System.Drawing.Pen caused exceptions while persisting/restoring. 

Fixed 3437 NinjaScript 

strategies 

BarsSinceExit/Entry logic was off as multi series had been on the same instrument. 

Fixed 3438 Indicators Make sure OnStartUp() is called before the non-NS methods GetMinMaxValues() and Plot() are called. 

Fixed 3439 Strategy Analyzer Added back the the same consistency checks on parameters which had been in place with 6.5 

Fixed 3440 Charts Opening a chart with to date far in the future could cause exception 

Fixed 3441 Charts Switching period value of bars on futures with merge settings while connected could result in faulty request 

to data server 

Fixed 3442 Market Replay Settings the replay slider to beginning could move indicators to lower panel 

Fixed 3443 Charts Strategies buttons on toolbar context menu were enabled when connected though they should not be. 
 


